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QCY H3 wireless headphones (blue)
The  QCY  H3  are  wireless  headphones  that  bring  your  favourite  music  to  life!  Hi-Res  audio  certification  confirms  excellent  sound
reproduction,  guaranteeing  you  complete  satisfaction  with  every  note.  Thanks  to  the  3  microphones  with  VDCNN  algorithm,  you  can
make  phone  calls  even  in  noisy  environments,  and  ANC technology  lets  you  immerse  yourself  in  your  music  by  eliminating  annoying
noises. You can successfully connect them to 2 devices simultaneously. They have a runtime of up to 60 hours on a single charge and
the ergonomic design ensures maximum comfort.
 
Top-quality sound
Get  carried  away  by  the  music  with  the  QCY H3!  Equipped  with  dynamic  40  mm drivers,  the  headphones  deliver  sound  of  incredible
quality.  Clear  treble,  deep bass and an incredible wealth of  detail  will  make your music  sound better  than ever.  The QCY H3 are also
Hi-Res Audio certified, meaning they deliver studio-quality sound.
 
Innovative technology
QCY headphones have been developed with different user needs in mind. Thanks to QCY's advanced adaptive technology, the H3 can
adapt to the structure of your ear and the way you wear them. The headphones then create optimal noise cancellation and correct the
sound curve, delivering sound tailored to your individual needs.
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You decide what you hear
Focus on what matters most. The QCY H3 supports hybrid noise cancellation technology that effectively mutes ambient noise by 43 dB,
allowing you to immerse yourself in the sounds of your favourite music. There are up to 4 ANC modes at your disposal, which vary in the
degree of ambient noise cancellation. These include Wind Reduction mode, which is ideal for walking or cycling, and Transparency mode,
which allows you to stay in touch with your surroundings without removing your headphones.
 
Talk without interruptions, wherever you are
Shopping in a crowded mall? Or waiting for your train at the train station? Now you can talk freely on the phone in any of these places!
The QCY H3 headphones feature up to 3 built-in microphones, supported by an advanced VDCNN algorithm that automatically adjusts
the noise cancellation level. This means your words will be accurately recorded, no matter what environment you're in.
 
Listen all day long
With  the  QCY H3,  your  favourite  tracks  will  accompany  you  even  for  days!  The  headphones  allow you  to  enjoy  an  exceptionally  long
operating time! With ANC mode on, they can play music for 35 hours, and with ANC mode off, their operating time increases to as much
as 60 hours. After only about 2 hours of charging, I will be ready for use again!
 
Fast and reliable - Bluetooth 5.3 connection
Enjoy fantastic sound without lag, whether you're playing games, watching movies or listening to music. The headphones use the latest
Bluetooth 5.3 chip, which guarantees a fast, stable connection with a range of 10m. What's more, in gaming mode, latency is reduced to
just 0.068 seconds, resulting in perfect audio and video synchronisation.
 
Designed with your comfort in mind
Listen to music for hours without worrying about discomfort! The earcups made of high-quality synthetic protein leather fit perfectly to
your ears without exerting unpleasant pressure. In addition, the built-in buttons will allow you to conveniently control your music player,
calls or volume, making using the QCY H3 even more enjoyable.
 
Additional possibilities with the app
Discover all the features of your headphones with the QCY app! You will find it in both the Google Play shop and the App Store. The app
allows you to customise the sound settings for any type of music, check the battery charge status, locate your headphones or choose
from the available ANC modes.
 
Included
headphones
3.5 mm audio cable
USB-C to USB-A cable
user manual
Manufacturer
QCY
Model
H3
Colour
Blue
Headphone type
In-ear
Transducers
40 mm
Bluetooth version
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5.3
Range
Up to 10 m
Bluetooth profile
A2DP / AVRCP / HFP
Connection type
Wireless and wired - 3.5 mm audio cable
Battery capacity
500 mAh
Operating time
Up to 35h (with ANC on) 
Up to 60h (with ANC off)
Charging time
approx. 2h
Charging interface
USB-C
Headphone dimensions
160.2 x 81.7 x 196.8 mm
Compatible systems
iOS / Android
App
QCY App

Preço:

€ 46.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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